Abstract. The synthetic applications and mechanistic complications of a variety of photochemical rearrangements of diazocompounds and azides matrix isolated in argon are described.
The introduction of matrix techniques to the synthesis and study of reactive organic molecules has substantially extended the range of molecules available for investigation (Ref. l ) . It is now increasingly the case that we need new chemical methods to make progress in this area of investigation. Diazocompounds and azides have proved especially useful as starting points for a new style of photochemical synthesis operating within the severe limits imposed by the rare gas matrix environment. We have now made significant progress in developing rationally designed syntheses in the matrix environment and in so doing we have encountered a number of amusing and sometimes important mechanistic Observations that have implications for the room temperature environment. It is the purpose of this communication to present some of our syntheses and the related mechanism studies.
The photochemical Wolff rearrangement has proved to be among the most generally useful and reliable synthetic react1ons in the matrix environment. It is thus fitting that we begin our discussion with this reaction. In using the photochemical Wolff rearrangement one must deal with the question whether or not this process in a matrix at low temperature (8- This brief discussion can only serve as an introduction to synthetic utility of diazocompounds and azides in the matrix environment and to the mechanistic complexities one encounters as more detailed Observations become possible.
